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図解入門ビジネス電子書籍「Kindle/iPad/GoogleEditions」の可能性と課題がよーくわか
る本 2010-11-03
アップルとアマゾンの成功要因は 遂に動き出すグーグルの戦略とは ソニーやシャープなど国内勢の動向 日経や講談社など出版社の取組は 印刷 取次 書店 作家への影
響は 出版ビジネスは電子化でどう変わるか 国内外の事例から関係者のインタビューまでを網羅

York Notes AS/A2: Doctor Faustus Kindle edition
2013-09-16
the ultimate guides to exam success york notes for as a2 are brand new and have
been specifically designed to help you get the very best grade you can they are
comprehensive easy to use packed with valuable features and written by
experienced examiners and teachers to give you an expert understanding of the
text critical approaches and the all important exam this edition covers doctor
faustus and includes an enhanced exam skills section which includes essay plans
expert guidance on understanding questions and sample answers you ll know
exactly what you need to do and say to get

Liver Care & Cure in Ayurveda Kindle Edition 2023
this book is compilation of 51 research articles covering many aspects of liver
diseases with view of modern advances and ayurveda there are articles related
to homeopathy unani medicine horoscope and liver health clinical and
experimental trials on drugs for cirrhosis hepatitis etc

Preaching to Nazi Germany 2017-01-18
in preaching to nazi germany william skiles argues that clergy expressed
various messages that aimed to limit nazi interference in church affairs and at
times even to undermine the nazi state and its leaders and policies

The Pharmacist of Auschwitz 2022-04
o que É a felicidade felicidade é um tema complexo com diversas nuances mas o
que é na prática diversos filósofos cunharam suas próprias definições de
felicidade este livro está baseado na única pessoa que pode nos apontar o
verdadeiro caminho da felicidade jesus inicialmente gustavo e ana paula
apresentam a descrição de jesus para felicidade no sermão do monte para
expandir a visão bíblica do tema apresentam diferentes pontos de vista todos
baseados nas escrituras com o apóstolo paulo e com joão em uma abordagem
prática estão presentes os temas do cultivo de uma vida feliz colocando em foco
a importância do descanso e mostrando a felicidade presente no nosso cotidiano
em capítulos sobre o casamento e o trabalho de uma maneira que prende o leitor
do início ao fim o caminho da felicidade chegou para mostrar que é possível ter
uma vida feliz quando a vivemos diante do trono

O caminho da felicidade 2019-01-15
romanialainen capesius oli 35 vuotias bayerin lääketehtaan myyntiedustaja kun
hän vuonna 1943 liittyi natsien ss järjestöön pian tämän jälkeen hänet
nimitettiin auschwitzin kuolemanleirin pääapteekkariksi capesiuksesta tuli
mengelen läheinen ystävä ja työtoveri toimessaan capesius sekoitteli
järkyttävissä ihmiskokeissa käytettyjä lääkecocktaileja kontrolloi
kaasukammioissa käytettyjen myrkkykaasujen varastoja ja osallistui
murhattaviksi lähetettävien juutalaisten valintaan kirja osoittaa miten syvälle
epäinhimillisyyteen tavallinen mies voi vajota samalla se tarjoaa häkellyttävän
näkymän suuryritysten ja natsien väliseen bisnekseen bayerin emoyhtiö saksan
suurin kemianteollisuusyhtymä i g farben toimitti lääkeaineet auschwitziin
testasi lääkkeitä vangeilla ja rakensi työleirin jossa vangit raatoivat itsensä
kuoliaiksi osin aiemmin salaisiksi julistettuihin asiakirjoihin perustuva teos
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on tärkeä luku holokaustia ja sen toteuttajia käsittelevää dokumentaatiota

Auschwitzin apteekkari 2019-03-21
all white people understand cultural differences from a platform of relative
privilege affecting their personal and professional interactions how should
they respond when confronted with this knowledge this introductory book looks
at the concept of whiteness and shows how individuals can unmask their own
whiteness and take meaningful steps to break down unconscious bias and
structural racism exploring how colonial history resulted in white privilege
this book examines how that privilege manifests today in a culturally diverse
world and the links between the rise in far right politics and anti immigration
rhetoric that led to brexit and donald trump s election it looks at the
pressures on privilege and white populations with candid reflections on how
even well meaning white people may project unconscious bias in their everyday
lives there are also dedicated chapters on training to raise awareness of white
privilege in professional organizations

White Privilege Unmasked 2020-04-23
brilliant matt haig in 2016 isabel hardman s mind in her own words stopped
working as she fell prey to severe depression and anxiety she took time off on
long term sick leave and despite several relapses has returned to work with a
much improved ability to cope she has since become one of the uk s most
prominent public voices on mental health she credits her better health to her
passion for exercise nature and the great outdoors from horse riding and botany
to cold water swimming and running in the natural health service she draws on
her own personal experience interviews with mental illness sufferers and
psychologists and the latest research to examine what role wildlife and
exercise can play in helping anyone cope with mental illness straight talking
thoroughly researched and compassionate this important and often funny book
will fascinate anyone touched by a mental health condition whether themselves
or through the experiences of a loved one

The Natural Health Service 2015-09-08
françois arago the first to show in 1810 that the surface of the sun and stars
is made of incandescent gas and not solid or liquid was a prominent physicist
of the 19th century he used his considerable influence to help fresnel ampere
and others develop their ideas and make themselves known this book covers his
personal contributions to physics astronomy geodesy and oceanography which are
far from negligible but insufficiently known arago was also an important and
influential political man who for example abolished slavery in the french
colonies one of the last humanists he had a very broad culture and range of
interests in parallel to his biography this title also covers the spectacular
progresses of science at the time of arago especially in france the birth of
physical optics electromagnetism and thermodynamics francois arago s life is a
fascinating epic tale that reads as a novel

François Arago 2016-05-14
the past ten years have been marked by a series of high profile and heavily
mediatised riots across the globe from the overspill of racial tensions in
sydney to anti police riots in london democratic societies have witnessed
powerful and costly outbursts of anger and violence but what are the causes of
these large scale episodes of collective disorder do they share common features
and what can they tell us about the nature and significance of riots more
broadly in this book the authors address these questions and more with a wide
ranging comparative study of rioting in five countries australia england france
greece and the united states using a revised and expanded version of the
flashpoints model of public disorder matthew moran and david waddington dissect
these violent and ephemeral social phenomena laying bare their internal logic
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and demonstrating the essentially political nature of riots

Riots 2015-08-19
this book recounts the sixteenth century struggle of a nascent moroccan kingdom
for survival between its powerful neighbors peaking with a defining moment in
world history the battle of the three kings on the plain of ksar el kebir

Roads to Ruin: The War for Morocco in the Sixteenth
Century 2017-01-18
conteúdo criado por 64 pessoas com grande atuação no mercado experiências
diversificadas e cases reais apresentação de 8 frameworks e diversas práticas
para escalar o ágil nas organizações incluindo o modelo jae prefácios escritos
por duas referências em agilidade alistair cockburn e andré vidal por que o
sucesso das práticas ágeis em um time não garante sucesso quando escalamos sua
adoção quais modelos e práticas colaboram na jornada para escalar a agilidade
por que os métodos ágeis nem sempre entregam os benefícios prometidos qual o
papel das pessoas para sustentar resultados duradouros a jornada do Ágil
escalado incentiva o potencial das pessoas que criam organizações melhores e
geram oportunidades para o crescimento de todos a jornada colaborativa é uma
comunidade apaixonada por pessoas e tecnologia que escreve livros unindo
experiências diversificadas dos coautores e curadoria dos organizadores
selecionados para manter o alto padrão de qualidade os royalties dos livros
ficam reservados com a editora para ajudar na compra dos exemplares que usamos
no summit jornada colaborativa e a receita é doada para instituições carentes
doamos r 125 mil para 10 instituições em 2019 e 2020 parabenizamos a dedicação
dos organizadores e coautores para concretizar esta obra e agradecemos às
organizações que apoiam o summit jornada colaborativa para transformar cada vez
mais vidas antonio muniz fundador da jornada colaborativa e jornadacast júnior
rodrigues líder do time organizador e curadoria coautores adriana simão
alessandro teixeira reis alexsandro t de carvalho ana g soares anderson sales
andré h abrantes pereira andré vidal antonio muniz bárbara cabral da conceição
bruno jardim carlos eduardo c de sousa carlos tristacci claudio mattos déborah
zavistanavicius zapata eduardo yukio miyake eric leite fernando cunha siqueira
filho fernando hannaka flaviane m francisco separovic gabriel pistillo
fernandes gisele botelho guilherme santos guilherme villanova gustavo rates
ingrid andrade jacqueline viana juan vilaronga júnior rodrigues karla de lima e
silva lucas tito luiz guilherme carvalho marcelo beiral marcos afonso dias
marcos antonio junior marcos venícios araújo mauricio moreira da silva mayla
lemos mayra augusto santos mônica cruz nelson tadeu diaz norival neri junior
paulo alves paulo emílio a dos santos paulo miele paulo sidney ferreira rafael
gomes dos santos rafael pessoa raphael boldrini dias regiane moura mendonça
renato penha ricardo dias de c farias robertha m rodrigues roberto caldas
robson carmo rocío briceño lópez rodrigo cabral ronaldo menezes rosiana da
silva bertolazi silvio eutímio de barros thaís rigolon valéria a generosa
vanessa blas garcia vitor cardoso wesley de sá teles

Jornada do Ágil Escalado 2017-12-05
academics from a range of disciplines join with political activists to explore
the meaning of politics and citizenship in contemporary society and the current
forms of political dis engagement providing a timely interdisciplinary dialogue
and interrogation of contemporary political practices

Political (Dis)Engagement 2018-06-20
managerial and organizational cognition has sustained and gained the interest
of researchers for over a quarter of a century this volume takes stock of the
methodological accomplishments of the moc field in recent years and it sets the
agenda for the next phase of its development
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Methodological Challenges and Advances in Managerial
and Organizational Cognition 2023-09-05
being gay in ireland argues that existing theory on gay men s lives exhibits a
social weightlessness whereby regional histories become lost in universalist
conceptions of identity gerard rodgers aims to fill the gap in regional
knowledge by exploring ireland s evolving history and its potential
implications for gay men s lives

Being Gay in Ireland 2015-09-07
no rules no problem bruce lee remains the gold standard that all martial
artists are compared to but could he actually fight world champions in karate
competition have gone on record to point out that he never once competed in
tournaments were his martial abilities merely a trick of the camera for the
first time ever bruce lee authority and bestselling author john little takes a
hard look at bruce lee s real life fights to definitively answer these
questions with over 30 years of research that took him thousands of miles
little has tracked down over 30 witnesses to the real fights of bruce lee as
well as those who were present at his many sparring sessions in which he was
never defeated against the very best martial artists in the world from the mean
streets of hong kong to challenge matches in seattle and oakland to the sets of
his iconic films where he was challenged repeatedly this is the incredible real
life fighting record of the man known as the little dragon who may well have
been the greatest fighter of the 20th century

Wrath of the Dragon 2018-12-07
the reception of ancient greece and rome in children s literature heroes and
eagles investigates the varying receptions of ancient greece and rome in
children s literature covering the genres of historical fiction fantasy mystery
stories and classical mythology and considering the ideological manipulations
in these works

The Reception of Ancient Greece and Rome in
Children’s Literature 2019-08-12
this book presents a new theory of empowerment exploring how senior leaders can
navigate turbulence within governance systems to empower young societal
innovators for equity renewal and peace

Turbulence, Empowerment and Marginalisation in
International Education Governance Systems 2017-03-27
when searching for genuinely sustainable building design and technology designs
that go beyond conventional sustainability to be truly restorative we often
find that nature got there first over 3 5 billion years of natural history have
evolved innumerable examples of forms systems and processes that can be applied
to modern green design for architects urban designers and product designers
this new edition of biomimicry in architecture looks to the natural world to
achieve radical increases in resource efficiency packed with case studies
predicting future trends this edition also contains updated and expanded
chapters on structures materials waste water thermal control and energy as well
as an all new chapter on light an amazing sourcebook of extraordinary design
solutions biomimicry in architecture is a must read for anyone preparing for
the challenges of building a sustainable and restorative future
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Biomimicry in Architecture 2014-10-21
despite developments in research and practice on using examinee response
process data in assessment design the use of such data in test validation is
rare validation of score meaning in the next generation of assessments using
response processes highlights the importance of validity evidence based on
response processes and provides guidance to measurement researchers and
practitioners in creating and using such evidence as a regular part of the
assessment validation process response processes refer to approaches and
behaviors of examinees when they interpret assessment situations and formulate
and generate solutions as revealed through verbalizations eye movements
response times or computer clicks such response process data can provide
information about the extent to which items and tasks engage examinees in the
intended ways with contributions from the top researchers in the field of
assessment this volume includes chapters that focus on methodological issues
and on applications across multiple contexts of assessment interpretation and
use in part i of this book contributors discuss the framing of validity as an
evidence based argument for the interpretation of the meaning of test scores
the specifics of different methods of response process data collection and
analysis and the use of response process data relative to issues of validation
as highlighted in the joint standards on testing in part ii chapter authors
offer examples that illustrate the use of response process data in assessment
validation these cases are provided specifically to address issues related to
the analysis and interpretation of performance on assessments of complex
cognition assessments designed to inform classroom learning and instruction and
assessments intended for students with varying cultural and linguistic
backgrounds

Validation of Score Meaning for the Next Generation
of Assessments 2022-07-15
this book invites us to abandon our gender identity and look deeper into who we
truly are cultural ideals that see women and men as fundamentally different
manifest into a physical reality of sex differentiated behaviour be it in
cognitive abilities psychological traits or even dispositions we know from
epigenetic studies that there is no separation between mind and environment our
perceptions of environmental signals filtered through cultural beliefs
translate into a corresponding behaviour in order to maintain harmony between
mind body and environment social cultures the world over still see women as
suited for care and service and men as suited for work outside the home as
women make life career choices they are constrained by cultural ideas images
and symbols that create the nurturance imperative in their psyche women mistake
this learnt nurturing behaviour of putting others interests before theirs for
natural instinct and make choices that are not in line with their authentic
self women in other words unknowingly make false choices this is only half the
story of sexism in our societies the other and more toxic half is that in order
to fulfill the gender agenda of women are care givers and men are providers
girls are brought up to be feminine only and boys are brought up to be
masculine only inevitably any aspects of the self that are thought to belong to
the opposite sex are repressed which gives us a sense of lack and feelings of
inadequacy and results in a disconnection from the heart and alienation from
the true self the book also shows how our sexist thoughts manifest in a sex
biased reality in the workplace neuroplasticity and epigenetic laws are used to
suggest ways of radically changing the work environment to one that is equally
supportive of womens and mens success the new work environment and work
practices can profoundly change how businesses operate in the world allowing
them to become more adept at generating profit in todays overly competitive
globalized markets
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Women and False Choice: the Truth About Sexism
2024-03-05
the first book length study of witchcraft and adolescence in american popular
culture will provide readers with a comprehensive overview of teenage witches
in literature media uses a novel theoretical framework foucauldian and
deleuzian theory new materialism theories of embodiment adds a new perspective
to a topic female monstrosity dominated by psychoanalytical theory studies a
diverse range of texts film television literary and popular fiction comics ya
fiction will appeal to scholars of feminism media history girlhood studies
horror the gothic etc

Witchcraft and Adolescence in American Popular
Culture 2013-11-14
from the author of nothing is true and everything is possible elegant
effortlessly readable essential reading for the new dark age of disinformation
jonathan freedland original pomerantsev digs deep into the past history of
information warfare in order to help us understand how to fight charlatans and
fear mongers in the present anne applebaum excellent carefully researched and
beautifully written to be read by everyone seeking perspective on all the lies
of war and all the wars of lies timothy snyder from one of our leading experts
on disinformation the incredible true story of the complex and largely
forgotten wwii propagandist sefton delmer and what we can learn from him today
in the summer of 1941 hitler and his allies ruled europe from the atlantic to
the black sea britain was struggling to combat the powerful nazi propaganda
machine which crowed victory and smeared its enemies however inside germany
there was one notable voice of dissent from the very heart of the military
machine der chef a german whose radio broadcasts skilfully questioned nazi
doctrine he had access to high ranking military secrets and spoke of internal
rebellion his listeners included german soldiers and citizens but what these
audiences didn t know was that der chef was a fiction a character created by
the british propagandist sefton delmer just one player in his vast counter
propaganda cabaret a unique weapon in the war as author peter pomerantsev
uncovers delmer s story he is called into a wartime propaganda effort of his
own the global response to putin s invasion of ukraine this book is the story
of delmer and his modern day investigator as they each embark on their own
quest to seduce and inspire the passions of supporters and enemies and to turn
the tide of information wars

How to Win an Information War 2022-01-27
an adulating biography of apple s left brained wunderkind whose work continues
to revolutionize modern technology kirkus reviews in 1997 steve jobs discovered
a scruffy british designer toiling away at apple s headquarters surrounded by
hundreds of sketches and prototypes jony ive s collaboration with jobs would
produce some of the world s most iconic technology products including the imac
ipod ipad and iphone ive s work helped reverse apple s long decline overturned
entire industries and created a huge global fan base yet little is known about
the shy soft spoken whiz whom jobs referred to as his spiritual partner leander
kahney offers a detailed portrait of the english art school student with
dyslexia who became the most acclaimed tech designer of his generation drawing
on interviews with ive s former colleagues and apple insiders kahney takes us
inside the creation of these memorable objects the wall street journal

Jony Ive 2016-06-14
as the world becomes increasingly more interconnected and globalized
increasingly more families are seeking early 0 6 years foreign and second
language education prompting educators and teachers to seek out age appropriate
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tools which offer an innovative approach to early language learning ell the
multilingual and intercultural puppet tries to answer two questions how can we
introduce children to foreign languages at an early age in a natural and also
naturally playful way and with which approach this book presents a documented
reflection that is rooted in concrete experiences which the authors have
accumulated over the past twenty years of field work providing readers with
many innovative yet practical and operational examples of how puppets have been
used to facilitate ell puppets easily integrated into chilren s natural play
environment represent a pedagogical tool par excellence for the teaching
learning of foreign languages using puppets educators can create stimulating
and enriching learning contexts engaging children and moving them towards
educational learning objectives very naturally and through active and
interactive play moreover puppets being puppets can speak various languages
experience various life events and share these with young learners be they
homogeneous heterogeneous international transcultural and or intercultural
groups indeed the language of puppets is naturally multilingual and
intercultural

The Multilingual and Intercultural Puppet 2015-11-25
discover the daring faith you are called to live out randy harris and greg
taylor lead you through the pages of the gospel of john to inspire daring faith
in jesus the gospel of john was written so people would believe the
unbelievable this unbelievable story john tells is that god became man and
lived among us these claims got jesus killed and ever since people who believe
the claim still lose their lives if you believe that jesus is truly god you
believe the most daring idea of all time daring faith will cost your life but
along with the risk comes the great reward of becoming children of god are you
ready for daring faith

Daring Faith 2016-11-19
stay current with cutting edge information from the leading feline experts
august s consultations in feline internal medicine volume 7 takes the popular
current therapy approach to the latest issues advances and therapies in feline
care the 103 new chapters are organized by body systems making information easy
to access and include more than 800 new detailed photographs diagrams and mri
and ultrasound images discussions of scientific findings always emphasize
clinical relevance and practical application this edition addresses new topics
ranging from feline obesity and food allergies to respiratory mycoplasmal
infections from feline expert susan little with chapters written by more than
130 international specialists this practical resource will be an invaluable
addition to every small animal clinician s library the current therapy format
focuses on the latest advances in feline care and includes broad traditional
and controversial subjects of real clinical importance clinically relevant
approach is supported with scientific research and promotes practical
progressive clinical management more than 130 world renowned contributors
provide expert insight across the full spectrum of feline internal medicine
extensive references make it easy to find additional information about specific
topics most important to your practice 103 all new chapters reflect the latest
findings reports and evidence based coverage of pressing topics such as
managing respiratory mycoplasmal infections continuous glucose monitoring in
cats with diabetes feline food allergy stem cell therapy for chronic kidney
disease feline idiopathic cystitis electrochemotherapy current concepts in
preventing and managing obesity recognition and treatment of hypertensive
crises feline social behavior and personality new emergency and critical care
medicine section contains 13 chapters covering complicated and serious internal
medical problems new more than 800 colorful new images clarify concepts and
demonstrate clinical examples
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August's Consultations in Feline Internal Medicine,
Volume 7 - E-Book 2013-05-29
this book develops an innovative system in the form of an app that harnesses
the power of the internet to predict which sorts of people will prefer which
policy in any planning situation it chronicles the accumulated research wisdom
behind the system s reasoning along with several less successful approaches to
policy making that have been found wanting in the past including the myth
usually peddled by strategic planners that it is possible to find a best plan
which optimally satisfies everybody the book lays out an entirely new kind of
planning support system pss it will facilitate decision making that is far more
community sensitive than previously and it will drastically improve the
performance of anyone who needs to plan within socially sensitive contexts
which is all of us a standout feature of the system is its commitment to
scientific rigour as shown by its predicted plan scores always being
graphically presented within error margins so that true statistical
significance is instantly observable moreover the probabilities that its
predictions are correct are always shown a refreshing change from most if not
all other decision support systems dss that simply expect users to accept their
outputs on faith alone

Plan Prediction 2018-02-08
inspired by the arab spring which continues to effect changes throughout the
middle east and the global occupy movement many are looking toward community
organizing as a realistic tried and tested way to address our many global
problems this book is the first to explore the diverse history of community
organizing telling stories of its successes and failures and uncovering the
lessons that can be applied today it analyzes contemporary examples from all
over the world against wider theoretical frameworks and examines their ability
to contribute to sustainable social change

International community organising 2022-04-06
an unstoppable business revolution is under way and it is agile sparking
dramatic improvements in quality innovation and speed to market the agile
movement has helped companies learn to connect everyone and everything all the
time with rapidly evolving consumer needs and technology that is being updated
quicker than ever before businesses are recognizing how essential it is to
adapt quickly the agile movement enables a team unit or enterprise to nimbly
acclimate and upgrade products and services to meet these constantly changing
needs filled with examples from every sector the age of agile helps you master
the three laws of agile management team customer network embrace the new
mindset overcome constraints employ meaningful metrics make the entire
organization agile companies don t need to be born agile with the
groundbreaking formulas laid out in the age of agile even global giants can
learn to act entrepreneurially your company s future may depend on it

The Age of Agile 2021-05-06
this research monograph presents an inter disciplinary study of the impact and
current status of applications of complexity related concepts in the early
stages of development of agile project management apm the results serve as an
introduction for exploring more profound relations between complexity related
ideas and apm in the future the increasing complexity of software projects and
their environment in the 1990s constituted the main determinants of the
development of the family of methodological frameworks called agile project
management development of apm has been shaped by a broadly defined area of
research called complexity science or complexity theory based on complex
adaptive systems cas and on their characteristics complexity chaos the edge of
chaos emerging properties non linearity self organization etc in the 21st
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century due to the expansion of agile beyond software development the
challenges deriving from the complexity of projects and the environment are
even more urgent or compelling such phenomena demand more profound inter and
multi disciplinary studies this book examines the impact of applications of
complexity related ideas deriving from intuitive complexity and from complexity
science in the early stages of development of the agile methodological
frameworks in project management and considers the current status of those
applications it questions the usefulness of those applications for the practice
and theory of apm and then proposes a conceptual framework for further
theoretical studies and several ways of improvement and refinement of the agile
project management necessary to deal with broadly defined complexity in project
management requiring a medium level knowledge of complexity studies and
knowledge of project management this book is written for the research community
studying the links between the various methodological frameworks included in
apm and complexity related ideas it will also be interesting for studies of the
impact of complexity on modern management and for master s students on it and
management courses

Agile Project Management and Complexity 2023-05-05
the international bestseller that changed how we talk about racism a critically
acclaimed book that gave readers a starting point to demystify conversations
about race the atlantic a classic jodi picoult walk into any racially mixed
secondary school and you will see young people clustered in their own groups
according to race is this self segregation a problem to address or a coping
strategy beverly daniel tatum a renowned psychology professor guides us through
how racial identity develops from very young children all the way to adulthood
in black families white families and mixed race families and helps us
understand what we can do to break the silence have better conversations with
our children and with each other about race and build a better world a mainstay
on the bookshelves of american readers since 1998 and substantially revised and
updated in 2017 this evergreen bestseller is essential reading for anyone
interested in understanding the dynamics of race

Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the
Cafeteria? 2023-05-31
the evidence based practitioner coach gives a descriptive phenomenological
understanding of human development through the lens of the integrated
experiential learning process and how it can be applied in coaching aimed at
coaches who would like to ground their experience in an evidence based
practitioner model it synthesises evidence and theory from a range of
disciplines exploring how we learn through a complex process involving brain
body and social relationships and facilitated consciously and unconsciously
through the central and autonomic nervous systems it applies this understanding
to a range of settings contexts and environments the book notably combines the
fascinating knowledge produced by cutting edge research with useful practical
methodologies developed by some of the wisest observers of humanity its sheer
readability in an engagingly down to earth and warmly human way helps make the
contents readily accessible to coach practitioners and others from non academic
backgrounds rigorous and erudite this book would be suitable for business
coaches corporate executives senior managers and human resource specialists and
provides an invaluable contribution to what it means to be a scientist
practitioner within the evolving profession of coaching

The Evidence-Based Practitioner Coach 2013-09-11
what does it mean to help save someone s life how does it feel to nearly kill a
patient can we keep our patients safe at night in the face of overwhelming
pressures can we thrive or only survive and is a happy life as a doctor still
possible in the early months and years of work it is these kinds of questions
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rather than any technical or knowledge based queries which preoccupy many new
doctors this elusive hidden curriculum is pervasive within departments around
hospitals and across health systems but is rarely if ever explicitly examined
and discussed at its core is the issue that should matter above all others how
we can keep our patients as safe as possible the bleep test combines gripping
and startlingly vulnerable recollections of early experiences on the wards with
an array of research findings from psychology and human biology to anthropology
business and behavioural economics acknowledging that the truly complex
challenges facing new doctors lie far beyond the realms of the traditional
medical sciences in which they were trained the book explains that the shift to
being a doctor depends on first understanding how we think reason and behave as
someone we have been all our lives a human amongst humans focused on the
experiences of and the issues facing recently qualified medics the bleep test
is not only for young doctors but also for anyone who manages them works with
them cares for them or may one day depend on them

The Bleep Test 2023-07-31
the changing economic environment for the consumer that is emerging from the
wreckage of the financial credit crunch plays directly into the importance of
food spending this is certainly true from the perspective of food prices in the
short run but also from the perspective of sustainability and reducing the
impact of the environmental credit crunch the economic changes we experience
now have a bearing on our ability to manage the environmental credit crunch
that looms food policy and the environmental credit crunch from soup to nuts
elaborates on the issues addressed in the authors first book from red to green
and asks whether the financial credit crunch could ameliorate or exacerbate the
emergent environmental credit crunch the conclusion drawn here is that a
significant and positive difference could be made by changing some of the ways
in which we procure prepare and consume our food written by an economist and an
investment professional this book addresses the economic and environmental
implications of how we treat food the book examines each aspect of the food
chain from agriculture to production and processing retail preparation
consumption and waste

Food Policy and the Environmental Credit Crunch
2016-05-06
the first complete history of the daring oss sabotage operation launched to
prevent german forces from reinforcing their defenses during world war ii to
prevent german occupying forces in norway from reinforcing their defenses
during the final months of world war ii the office of strategic services
launched operation rype with the mission of sabotaging the nordland railway in
mid norway rype was led by major william e colby later director of the cia
after several delays the norwegian special operations group norso dropped over
the snåsa mountains on the night of march 24 out of eight b 24s only three
dropped on target one dropped in sweden the remaining four returned to britain
two of the b 24s crashed killing all but one of their crews reinforcement and
resupply of the unit failed due to extreme arctic conditions relying heavily on
help from the norwegian resistance norso managed to sever the railway at two
points on both occasions they withdrew with germans hot on their tail on may 2
a german patrol blundered into their camp resulting in the killing of all of
the germans and one wounded norwegian resistance fighter whether the germans
were killed in the ensuing firefight or were executed later has been hotly
debated ever since after the war ended norso was allowed down from the
mountains but were sent on bogus missions by the british commanders in
trondheim they eventually managed to get recognition for their contribution to
victory this new history of the operation is based on german norwegian american
and swedish sources it examines how the outcome of the operation was affected
by the limitations of equipment in sub arctic conditions and british american
rivalry and cooperation throughout the operation
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Operation RYPE 2015
in it should never happen again dr mike lauder questions the value of public
inquiries every day we hear about another inquiry being set up or why the last
one failed to deliver the hoped for outcomes a great deal of time and taxpayers
money is spent on inquiries and even more on implementing their recommendations
but the author suggests that those conducting inquiries might be considered by
their own test criminally negligent in the way they do so and that it is no
surprise that they do not lead to the learning they should the focus of mike
lauder s research is the gaps between what is known what knowledge is used by
practitioners and those who judge them he contends that the difference between
the judicial perspective and that of practitioners who are judged by the
inquiry process creates barriers that impede others from learning crucially
inquiry outcomes do not assist the leadership of organisations to improve risk
governance it should never happen again is based on research into high profile
public inquiries and presidential commissions in the uk the usa continental
europe and elsewhere embracing issues ranging from terrorist attacks to
pollution fire and air disasters criminal cases banking and bribery scandals
and the state of public services mike lauder contrasts the judicial perspective
of those who inquire the academic perspective of those who know and the
practical perspective of those who are required to act and offers new models
for understanding risk and its governance

It Should Never Happen Again 2024-04-16
the handbook presents a most updated and comprehensive exploration of social
movement research it not only maps but also expands the field of social
movement studies taking stock of recent developments in cognate areas of
studies within and beyond sociology and political science while structured
around traditional social movement concepts each section combines the mapping
of the state of the art with attempts to broaden our knowledge of social
movements beyond classic theoretical agendas and to identify the contribution
that social movement studies can give to other fields of knowledge

The Oxford Handbook of Social Movements
a distinctive challenge has emerged in business and educational industries how
to navigate the intersections of life coaching relational coaching and
leadership coaching the surge in popularity of these coaching methods has
significantly impacted the practices and philosophies of leaders across various
sectors as leaders increasingly incorporate coaching into their approaches a
critical need arises to comprehensively understand the theoretical
underpinnings and practical applications of these intersections critical
perspectives on the intersections of coaching and leadership addresses this
challenge by showcasing the knowledge of experts engaged in this discourse
spanning the spectrum of academic and practical exploration the book examines
the intersections of coaching and leadership providing readers with an
understanding through diverse perspectives by critically analyzing these
intersections the book addresses pivotal questions what role should coaching
play in leadership how can these intersections contribute to forging a more
inclusive and fairer world by addressing these questions directly the book
explores the challenges that emerge in these intersections and explains how
coaching within diverse leadership approaches can be a transformative force the
aim is to offer valuable insights to scholars and practitioners in coaching and
leadership fostering a deeper exploration of the symbiotic relationship between
these dynamic fields

Critical Perspectives on the Intersections of
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Coaching and Leadership
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